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Abstract The purpose of the paper is to explore experience economy events from an abductive interpretivist perspective. The empirical part of the study is based on the self-reflective anthropologic inquiry method. This study sets out to propose that the awkwardness and setback experienced by the client, customer or visitor, may generate his/her agency to establish a more clear-cut construction of the experiential framework. However, if attempted the disambiguation demands significant emotional and, sometimes, physical labour, typically not undertaken willingly, and potentially resulting in the subject’s avoidance of exposure to similar experiences in future. Introducing the notion of ‘situational liminality’, the paper re-focuses the critical edge of inquiry away from agency-reducing aspects of experience economy, towards reflecting on their enforced, albeit not deliberate, agency-inducing consequences. By exploring the ‘liquid’ underpinnings of situational liminality, this study contributes to the ongoing discussion on liquid modernity in organizational context.
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Introduction

Given the third sector’s preponderance in the developed world economies and Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) widely acknowledged emphasis on the experiential aspect of service provision, experience economy is a topical issue for management theorists and practitioners. In this respect, services rendered in supermarkets, long distance trains, banks, post offices or food courts are expected to not only fulfil their basic functions (travel, communication, access to financial resources) but also go beyond them: enabling to relax, ensuring pleasant waiting time, providing satisfactory shopping experience or prompt and reliable exchange of information. However, while experience may be the new economic offering (Pine & Gilmore, 1999), this study will explore its dark side emerging due to frustration, confusion and despondency of clients, visitors or customers. Expecting to contribute new insights to critical research on experience economy, the study will explore the agency-inducing (rather than limiting) aspects of multifaceted failures to provide positive experience from the viewpoint of the recipient. Using the self-reflective inquiry, and in the spirit of abductive interpretivism, the paper will scrutinize the experiential framework for mis-managed experience introducing the notion of situational liminality for the potential benefit of organizational practitioners and theorists. Since Zygmunt Bauman’s timely reflection on ‘liquidity’ of the modern world provides a suitable background for exploring the liminality in the experiential sphere of economic exchanges, the study attempts to endow the current discussions on liquid modernity in organizational context (e.g. Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2014) with a new perspective and conceptual input. Before the empirical case studies are presented and discussed, the theoretical background of inquiry (liminality, experience economy...
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and liquid modernity) is introduced and the methodology explained. The paper’s contribution is captured through an abductive hypothesis the implications of which are discussed in the final part of the work.

Theoretical context

Liminality

The blurring of boundaries between organization and the outside world (Paushen & Hernes, 2003), other organizations (Tempest & Starkey, 2004), as well as between work and private sphere (Hochschild, 1997), invite the reflection on the nowadays fleeting, liquid nature of social reality as such (Bauman, 2001). In ‘liquid modernity’ the constant ‘uprootedness’ of social actors and crossing the pre-established boundaries, be it in private or institutional arena, becomes the new norm (Bauman, 2000). This fluidity, not-belongingness to neither of the two spaces, institutions or groups, is increasingly perceived in terms of assuming the liminal status.

‘Liminal’ originally meant a threshold in the physical sense—the bottom part of a doorway that must be crossed when entering a building; its current meaning is typically psychological: “a threshold below which a stimulus is not perceived or is not distinguished from another” (OED, accessed on 17/06/12). The notion of liminality was first introduced to the field of anthropology as ‘a liminal period’, the middle part of a ritual of marriage—the stage of transition following the ‘separation’ from the initial social context and preceding the ‘reassimilation’ into society upon the endowment of the new status (van Gennep, 1909/2004). This concept was further developed in the 1960s and 1970s by Turner (1967, p. 95), whose work focused on the ‘social ambiguity’ and ‘structural invisibility’ of the subject during the liminal period. The ‘liminality’ was perceived as the negation of “all positive structural assertions [and simultaneously], in some sense, the source of them all” (op. cit., p. 97). In a similar vein, Turner (1969, p. 95) asserts that ‘liminal individuals’ are “neither here nor there; they are betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law, custom, convention, and ceremony”. Hence, liminality may be perceived as an anti-structure, but it may also become the source of the emerging structure, just as chaos may precede an order. Liminality appears where distinctions merge and blur (Turner, 1982), which is where the social ambiguity steps in—a lack of definition validating the social structure means that in the liminal phase people have no rights over others. This ambiguous social space is associated with freedom and creativity (Czarniawska & Mazza, 2003). The liminal community can also appear, however, instead of identity, it will be mediated by ‘the shared sense of alterity’, which seems to be the uniting principle of ‘the liminal organization’ (ibid.). The latter may share all physical and legal boundaries with a ‘proper’ work organization, but, as Czarniawska and Mazza in their study of consultants’ work indicate, its virtual space is experienced differently by different organizational actors (ibid.). The consultants may be perceived as originators of organizational ambiguity—not only the nature of their occupation (moving in and out), but also its results (the temporary suspension of, at least, some organizational mechanisms) contribute to the liminality of organizational space. The role of other organizational groups may be similar—e.g. the communities created by temporary workers (Garsten, 1999). Rottenburg interestingly extends the notion of liminality to include places—physical spaces (in this case: a café, which in the evening transforms into a bar and ends up as a discotheque), in which established categories work only temporarily, their validity is as transitory as are conceptualizations created by people involved in a given social context (2000). Hence the aporia created by the liminal space—classification is impossible, just as much as avoiding the process of classifying (ibid.).

Liminality may be associated with the newly acquired freedom of expression, improvisation, manipulation (Zabuksy & Barley, 1997) and creativity (Clegg, Kornberger, & Rhodes, 2004) as well as with the suspension of institutional routines of rationality, which creates the room for political agendas, such as ‘issue selling’, building the ‘power map’ and identifying allies (Sturdy, Schwartz, & Spicer, 2006). Using the dialogical perspective, it may also be perceived as contributing to identity reconstruction of people in organizations (Beech, 2011). However, it is also argued that liminality can easily be turned into an unsettling experience (Newell, Tansley, & Wagner, 2008) or at least one involving uncertainty regarding the definition of the given social context (Rottenburg, 2000). Cunha and Cabral-Cardoso (2006) and Guimarães-Costa and Cunha (2009) underlined the uncertain and unsettling aspect of liminality by examining the illegality of actions undertaken within organizations and the roles of international managers, respectively. In both cases the discrepancy between general rules and their application in specific situations evoked the dilemma inducing certain activity on the part of actors involved: the decision to be made. The unsettling and agency-inducing aspects of liminality will be further explored in the current study.

Experience economy

The basic rationale behind the concept of experience economy is that not only did agricultural and industrial economies fail to deliver unique goods, but also services are increasingly perceived by customers as an undifferentiated mass, much akin to such products as jean trousers or bread. However, expertly staging the customer’s experience enables differentiating between similar goods and services—after all the subtitle of Pine and Gilmore’s (1999) seminal book reads “work is a theatre and every business a stage”.

While building the customer relationship through offering an array of products and services was once perceived as viable strategy (Peppers & Rogers, 1993), such ‘relationship’ appears to remain fragile unless emotional linkages are made (Johnson & Grayson, 2005). Hence, the affective aspects of service experience (such as ‘trust’ see Hawes, Mast, & Swan, 1989; Swan, Trawick, Rink, & Roberts, 1988) are increasingly deemed crucial to customer-to-business relationships (Fournier, Dobscha, & Mick, 1998) and become a standalone focus of empirical studies (Johnson & Grayson, 2005). Even if the experience side of consumption was certainly not an entirely new discovery (e.g. see Laverie, Klein, & Schultz-Klein, 1993), for Pine and Gilmore experiences become a distinct economic offering—as distinct from services as services are from goods (1998). In the experience economy value for the consumer no longer comes from the product (material) or service (material or immaterial); it comes from the experience derived from consuming them.
The primary goal of experience economy settings is facilitating the consumer’s experience (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2012). Naturally, the latter is, must be, immaterial and subjective. Therefore, consumption becomes closely linked to these ‘ephemeral instances’ (Johansson & Näslund, 2009) by which organizations produce engagement—feelings and emotions (Fineman, 1999). The consumption of experience takes place in multiple new settings, ‘cathedrals’, entrenched through the means of spectacle (Debord, 1967/1995), in which consumers are enticed to practice their consumerist religion (Ritzer, 1999).

While strategic level inquiries into customer experience creation recognize a relative scarcity of research exploring customer experience ‘in depth’ (Verhoef et al., 2009), this approach is predominantly inscribed in the functionalist paradigm: the focus is on improving and the vocabulary is that of ‘impact’ and ‘measurement’ (e.g. Gentile, Spiller, & Noci, 2007; Novak, Hoffman, & Yung, 2000). On the other hand, from the critical viewpoint, the imposition of control, complicity and enforced constraint of consumer behaviour are oft-indicated features of these consumer-oriented settings (e.g. Baudrillard, 1998; Raz, 2003). However, the current study will focus on these instances in which organizational designs not only fail to effectively deliver feelings and emotions sought after by the consumers, simultaneously failing to ‘entrap’ the participants in these aspects of experience economy which attract the attention of critical theorists, but ineptly trying to do so potentially occasion an attitude of an active aversion.1,2

Therefore, the present research distances itself from the functionalist approaches and advances the ongoing debates on experience economy by re-focusing the critical edge of inquiry away from restricting, control imposing and other agency-reducing frameworks, towards reflecting on their enforced, if not deliberate, agency-inducing consequences. Scrutinizing such contexts from the viewpoint of mental and physical effort demanded from participants (not sought-for by the designers of the particular experiential framework) may produce further insights into socially relevant themes, such as the attitudes of avoidance displayed by social actors (e.g. Kivlighan, Lo Coco, & Gullo, 2012).

In this regard, the notion of situational liminality — an unintended aspect of experience economy events — is introduced to account for the position of ambiguity which the consumer is compelled to overcome.

Six real-life case studies will be adduced in order to: inquire into these aspects which intersubjectively appear common (1); explore different subjective facets of mismanaged experience (2); discuss the agency-generating effects of such interactions (i.e. decisions made and actions undertaken by the subjects) (3); as well as consider their plausible psychological implications (4). Drawing on the author’s reformulation of the frequently invoked notion of liminality, the study will conclude with an abductive hypothesis consolidating the discussion of these points of interest.

Methodological framework

In this study organizations and organizational experiences of individuals are discussed within the context of the narrative approach (Boje, 2001). The collected field reports form narratives and result in multiple stories (Gabriel, 2000) or narratives of personal experience (Simpson, 2010), which may constitute a worthwhile reflection of different attempts at managing organizational reality (Czarniawska, 1997). Kociatkiewicz and Kostera (2010, p. 263) stress the performative aspect of experience economy events and suggest that the use of narrative methods “highlights the intangibility and fleeting nature of experience economy organizing”. Therefore, similarly to theirs (ibid.), the current study employs the collection of ex-post written narratives which recall the author’s experiences in the field. This self-reflective anthropologic inquiry enables maintaining the ability to be surprised by what one observes (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 1999), and therefore preserve the fleeting subjective aspect of the mismanaged experience.

While the subjective element is indispensable in qualitative studies it does not render them less reliable (Stenbacka, 2001) or valid (Golafshani, 2003). Both reliability and validity are assured in the interpretive paradigm (Mishler, 2000; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) through their trustworthiness (Seale, 1999) and capacity to facilitate the understanding of a situation (Eisner, 1991). Naturally, one of the alternatives to using the self-reflective method would be the analysis of customer’s feedback, for instance through blogs and various social media. This approach has been tried and tested, however, it occurred ill-suited for the purposes of the study due to its possible overemphasis on either dry facts or general feelings rather than the thick description—typically applied when an attempt to understand the specificity of a given ethnographic context is made (Geertz, 1973).
Since my goal is to discuss the situationally-induced experience, it entails that the reader must be able to experientially relate to the described situations. While the aim of interpretivist research is to approximate the worlds of others as if they were (almost) our own (Van Maanen, 1979), I attempt to render my world accessible to others through thick description. What, I believe, makes the descriptions ‘thick’ in this case, is the experiential load which they carry expressed through feelings and emotions, such as irritation, relief, anger, awkwardness, etc. Admittedly, it is not socio-cultural ‘thickness’ (cf. Geertz, 1973), but I believe it only makes sense to apply a theoretical concept in the context of research if it facilitates achievement of the study’ aim—in this case the emotional layer of experience has paramount importance. Hence, although the basic dynamics of interpretivist research are preserved, the study cannot yield itself to some interpretivist limitations and distinctions. First of all, similarly to Kociatkiewicz and Kostera (1999), I perceive the boundary between objectivism and subjectivism as a constraint which can be overcome—clearly, it is my voice that speaks, but claiming that the experiences which I had were purely subjective would be confusing interpretivism with solipsism. The intersubjectivity of experience is rendered through observations of social interactions and through my interactions with others captured through the description of situations, behaviours, feelings as well as explicit ‘facts’ such as delays or spatial arrangements. Second, I use the hybrid of participant and non-participant observation (previously employed by Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2010) as it enables “merging into an impression of the experience” (p. 263). My approach to collecting research stories assumes that our experience of spaces, people and events is narrative—it becomes (to us) “a meaningful succession of sensations and observations” (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2010, p. 262). Finally, rendering this succession intelligible to readers of this paper entailed compromising the stories’ objective realism—they are ‘real’ but they are also impressionist tales (Van Maanen, 1988), at times startling the complacent viewers and evoking sense of participation (Van Maanen, 1988). These stories are not limited to relaying the facts and true statements; they aim to make the readers feel as though they were actually there with the author (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2010). In order to create this impressionist landscape of experience (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 1999), I intentionally did not distance myself from the studied field. Thus, the stories are imbued with subjectivity and emotion—immersing in them may not be a pleasant experience.

It is important to note that, although the emotional load and a degree of imposed interpretation—which characterize these personal narratives—are typical vehicles of ‘closure’, the below texts are intentionally placed within the ‘open’ context. For instance, the statement that boarding on the Eurostar train is ‘disconcerting’ is an invitation to experientially relate to both the described background and to the feeling of ‘disconcert’, thus developing one’s own rendition. Therefore, the reader’s ‘response’ to the text is expected (Iser, 1978) and the task of re-arranging and reinterpretating the text is left to him or her. It is an ‘open work’ in the sense of the author’s conscious decision to generate an interactive process between the reader and the text (Eco, 1989). Even though the separate ‘cases’ or texts may appear ‘closed’ and uninviting, assembling them in an experiential context of liminality is expected to engender an emotional and semiotic reading (Eco, 1979). If the reader finds some or all of these descriptions ‘disquieting’ and ‘disconcerting’ and actively replaces the imposed meanings by his/her own emotions and experiences—it is only for the better: such agency-inducing consequence is inscribed in the area of inquiry.

Admittedly, the method through which understanding of the mismanaged experience is built must be made explicit. This study shall use abduction as a method of not so much arriving at a single valid explanation of the phenomenon, but opening up the grid of existing interpretations to suggest a new conceptualization of a set of instances governed by, it appears, somewhat similar processes.

Abduction refers to a specific logical form of reasoning coupled with a particular intellectual operation—that of arriving at new conclusions regarding the collected data. Such conclusions explore, propose and establish (discover) combinations of features which are new in light of the existing stock of knowledge. Such operation must be clearly distinguished from subsumption of data, which proceeds from an already known rule to explore the particular instance where the rule can be applied, and generalization, which consists in extending combinations of features into a rule. While these two forms of logical reasoning, respectively deduction and induction, are either truth-conveying (deduction) or probable (induction), abduction is more speculative: it proceeds from a known result to an inference regarding the rule on the basis of which this result was achieved and to a subsequent inference regarding the particular case (Peirce, 1931/1958). Something is discovered in the data—a rule, which enlightens the particular instance in which the rule is applied (Danemark, Ekstrom, Jakobsen, & Karlsson, 1997). Therefore, abduction is a creative process, an intellectual act that brings together things which probably one had never associated with one another (Reichert, 2010). While abductive inferences may seem risky, they are deeply embedded in social sciences in a number of theoretical accounts. One prominent instance of abduction is provided by grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). While Glaser and Strauss (1967) rarely refer to abduction explicitly, later developments of grounded theory leave no doubts that it is considered important (1987). In grounded theory the process of arriving at a hypothesis is perceived as a “discovery [. . .], having a hunch or an idea, then converting it into a hypothesis and assessing whether it might provisionally work” (Strauss, 1987, p. 11), creativity is seen as “a vital component of the method” (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 27) and authors rely on the “flashes of intuition” (ibid., p. 28). All of which are typical and constitutive features of abduction.

While abductive reasoning does not imply scientific infallibility, it is perfectly compatible with qualitative methods (Reichert, 2010) and, in the interpretivist spirit, may contribute to understanding phenomena through accessing the meanings participants assign to them (Orlikowski & Baroudi, 1991). While the goal of interpretivist research is to understand the worlds of others, these worlds are never fully accessible. Even if the voice is given to the respondents or if they are allowed to ‘speak’ through images (Warren, 2012) when such data are analyzed interpretation is involved—that is:

---

3 From Umberto Eco’s perspective Freud’s psychoanalysis, Darwin’s theory of evolution and Goffman’s theatrical interpretation of social interactions, are also instances of abduction (Eco, 1984).
assumptions regarding the meaning of data are made. These interpretations are often presented as inductively-created types or models to be used for future research and by other qualitative researchers. And yet, whenever the assumption is made that a particular set of rich qualitative data contains some element transferable to another (no matter how similar) research context, such assumption is abductive in spirit: the inference starts with a particular case, leads to a rule (even if limited) and ends up relating to another case—the one to which a rule can (in some way) be applied. Whenever interpretivists attempt to say something about organizations, or their particular type, they affirm the applicability of abduction without applying it explicitly: they assume that their statement can (albeit not in a truth-conveying manner) inform other organizational researchers. When the social scientific accounts (or second level constructs (Schutz, 1963)) are generated by social scientists by means of analyzing the social actors’ accounts of their actions (first level constructs), abduction is involved (Blakie, 2007). For the social explanations to go beyond the specific meanings that people give to their actions a discovery of the insiders’ view is needed—abduction is the name given to this process of ‘discovering’ (Blakie, 2000). If, for instance, Van Maanen and Schein’s (1979) six dimensions of socialization processes can be applied to study different organizations a degree of abduction must be involved. By definition we do not know for certain whether individuals’ actions and senses made by them are ‘really’ made more accessible owing to our study of a very limited aspect of social reality. And yet, we often assume that we have gained some insight which may relate to the wider (e.g. organizational) reality.

The below case studies were collected during the period of 2011–2012 in Belgium and the United Kingdom, and consist in ex-post analysis of and commentary on the multiple observations, brief interactions with organizational actors and the author’s contextualized descriptions. In each but one case (museum) the narrative results from the author’s recurring (at least four) immersions in the research context. After some deliberation, the author decided to use original names of existing organizations. The reason behind going against the otherwise useful tradition of changing the names to protect research subjects, is that no sensitive factual information is disclosed in the current study (the textual sources used in the study are limited to widely accessible internet and printed sources). In fact, given the experiential framework of this research, it is envisaged that disclosing the real names of studied organizations will enable readers to confront their experiences with the author’s observations perhaps facilitating their engagement, critical or otherwise, with the topic of this study.4

Case studies (fieldnotes)

Eurostar—Halfway through

The Eurostar train is dubbed to be a relatively easy and comfortable way to travel across the English Channel. Eurostar’s business premier tickets for departures from London may cost around £300 and include, among others: taxi booking service, fast track check-in, luxury waiting lounges, newspapers and magazines on board, as well as meals and drinks served at the seat. Along with the stated mission ‘changing the way people travel’ (Eurostar’s homepage; accessed on 20/06/12), deploying luxury brands such as Dolce and Gabbana and Créme de la Mer at the Eurostar London arrivals (JCDecaux, accessed 24/04/14) and advertising the ‘longest champagne bar in Europe’ on Eurostar’s webpage (Eurostar, accessed, 24/04/14) suggests that the company’s marketing strategy involves up-market oriented efforts. However, ‘the change’ does not come without its costs.

First, announcements in three languages: Dutch, English and French, are provided, which means that each of them takes three times longer to complete and — judging from their reactions — seems to disturb some passengers, especially in case of these announcements which relate to today’s choice of sandwiches and especially in case of these travelers (including myself) who are leaving before 7 am and intending to take a nap.

The boarding experience appears rather disconcerting as well. There are 10 terminals at Eurostar’s disposal on the St Pancras station, some 25–30 trains on any given day. However, it is often the case that two trains depart from London to Paris and Brussels from the adjacent tracks at (nearly) the same time. I watch hundreds of passengers going through security gates and using the same pair of conveyor belts almost simultaneously. Lengthy queues are formed, waiting times extend and frequent delays result. An apparently well-off businessman curses, a group of almost identically-looking bureaucrats chatter nervously glancing at one another and two backpachers seem rather frustrated. While there does not seem to be any particular reason for this arrangement, a clear-cut explanation does exist. The train attendants inform inquisitive passengers, such as myself, that the cost of transit through the tunnel is significantly reduced if time gaps are minimized. Although, as I watch an elderly lady with a sizeable suitcase rushing in havoc out from the Brussels train to the Paris one seconds before the doors are locked, it appears that few passengers appreciate the convenience of this solution.

One morning in early May: the Eurostar train leaves at 7:56 am. At 7:25 there is a queue of approximately four hundred people waiting to go through security. This fact is unusual, since if the train is on time, which seems to be the case, gate typically opens around 90 min prior to departure. At 7:35 it becomes clear that either the train will be late or the crowd immobilized in the waiting area will not manage to catch it. Rumours spread, legs shuffle and curses are heard. The train attendant declares in poor English that due to the delay of an earlier train the 7:56 one is also delayed. I, along with a few other apparently disoriented passengers, realize that it cannot be the case: there was no earlier train on that day’s timetable (although there typically is one at 6:56).

4 It could be argued that the impact of a specific local context — most organizations were of Belgian origin — limits the validity of the study. However, in spite of the relatively high suicide rates (bib0510Eurostat, accessed 12/06/2012) as well as the media’s angst regarding the country’s uncertain political and administrative status (Le Soir, ‘Unity in apathy’; Le Soir, ‘Ce pays a-t-il encore un sens?’), Belgium still enjoys a relatively high GDP per capita, even for European standards, and its population seems more prone to actively choose to pay an extra premium for luxury than in most developed countries (Eurostat, accessed 12/06/2012), which complicates arguing a straightforward linkage between macro- and micro-level organizational experience mis-management.
Responding to immediate passengers’ queries the attendant says that the train is late due to today’s bank holiday in the UK. It is not true either: the bank holiday took place the day before. Having declared two misstatements, which clearly raised the tension among the waiting passengers—a few of them try to approach the staff member and say something in an infuriated tone of voice—the train attendant vanishes expertly. Then an announcement is heard: “the boarding for the 7:56 train will finish in 10 min”. The fact how it can finish if it never commenced is not explained. The following 15 min or so see a lot of confusing information, a bit of movement towards the gates (someone must have gone through after all) and five or six new queues which form quite spontaneously, but their destination remains less than certain. Some of them merge, some dissolve, while the loudspeaker announces departure of the 7:56 train to London—our train, with our names on the seats. The eurocrats no longer chatter and seem resigned. At that point, another attendant informs that those who were supposed to take the earlier train (the one that never existed) which was held up by the British bank holiday (which ended 8 h before), had been given our seats and that waiting passengers will be allocated free seats in the next train. The first signs of mutiny are visible, the tension in the air thickens. Passengers are not willing to let the next train (8:52) go, because some of them will no longer have a reason to take the one after that (10:56), which seems to be an imminent option. In the end, all 7:56 passengers manage to board the 8:52 train, which is also fully packed and arrives at St Pancras over an hour later than planned. Neither throughout the whole journey nor upon its conclusion is any explanation offered. The atmosphere at the arrival station is tense—people rush for the gates, apparently trying to save a few minutes, others seem to make complicated re-arrangements over the phone, and yet others still try to get their message through to the member of staff. None of this appears to be successful—it is far too loud and the crowd densely fills in the whole platform.

**Mediamarkt**

Located at the top floor of a large business enterprise in Brussels city centre this multi-brand store selling different household appliances is the only option of this kind of shopping for clients looking for a moderate price range. The shop occupies the whole floor and only one set of escalators leads to it, as well as descends. Apart from posing a threat in the event of emergency, it is both uncomfortable during more crowded shopping periods and confusing due to the exit and entrance being located at the opposite sides of the hall. I observe groups of people trying to descend, finding out that they picked the ascending escalator, turning back and becoming blocked by the others who made the same mistake. Another interesting feature of this venue is the luggage storing system. One cannot, in any case, enter Mediamarkt with any kind of bag or backpack. It is obligatory to use the lockers located in the hall, which operate according to a rather peculiar rule: a self-created four-digit code needs to be used to lock them and no key is given which means that the locker’s number must be duly remembered. If the latter is forgotten or lost, chances of getting one’s things back (which may include car keys or cell phone for instance) become slim: there are over four hundred lockers and although they are theoretically transparent very little can be seen through frosted plastic. A middle-aged man spends a few minutes looking for his locker—no staff member in sight. He finds it, to his apparent relief.

I observe the abundance of shop clerks randomly distributed in the store. Quite often a gang of them huddles together around e.g. washing machines, while the TV department is devoid of any assistance even if the density of clients would suggest that the opposite would be more effective. Some of them roam without an apparent agenda through deserted alleys, while I spend almost an hour waiting for help. Meanwhile, a young man wanders through the store with a bunch of cables in his hand asking every available clerk a question which apparently remains unanswered as his ramble continues. When help arrives it is of little use to me: I did not manage to find what I was looking for or have my question answered; perhaps because the majority of staff consists of trainees whose experience rarely exceeds 1 month. Whenever I managed to buy a functioning appliance, not lose my backpack and find my way out I considered myself lucky.

**The Nespresso experience**

The basic idea behind the main Nespresso store on Avenue Louise in Brussels simple: one goes there to buy coffee capsules for one’s own coffee machine. But make no mistake, it is a veritable rite of passage—you’ll have to go through a lot to enjoy your morning espresso. I had forsaken all hopes for a relaxing experience when upon making the first step inside the shop assistant from behind the counter asked me, in a polite but demanding manner, what is it that I wanted. True, it is possible to buy something else than coffee here, since coffee machines and expensive sugar sachets are also available, but the number of clients acquiring these items is miniscule and even then coffee is usually brought on board anyway. Why then is shop personnel trained to pose such a question to every single client remains a mystery. The most commonsensical response (“I would like to buy coffee”) prompts the attendant to push some buttons on the console in front of him and provide me with a piece of paper with my queue number on it. It makes me wonder: Why the client could not do it him/herself, if this elaborated post office-inspired layout concept is deemed relevant in the first place? It is, however, merely the beginning. The waiting area is upstairs, despite a large and apparently unused space available on the street level. The selling stands are located on both sides of a rather thin corridor in which four chairs are placed to the convenience of the waiting customers. The latter are usually between 20 and 40 in number and during peak-hours something more like 60. Within the waiting area one can either, literally, stumble upon glass prisms filled with coffee or watch a Nespresso commercial – the one with George Clooney and John Malkovich – on a rather small screen located in the corner. Curiously enough, the same screen is also the only space where the digit indicating the number of currently attended client is displayed, which makes all customers crammed in a tiny area unwittingly and repetitiously watch Clooney buying coffee in another, apparently more comfortable, Nespresso establishment. Incidentally, the screen is not visible from the small lobby, in which previously the mentioned chairs are located. The
layout owing to which the customers are tightly compressed between two rows of selling stands and thus constantly shifted, poked and pushed by the lucky ones whose number came up, further contributes to the customers’ apparent lack of comfort: people sit or stand uneasily trying to peak over one another’s shoulder to find out if their number came up. Since out of twelve stands, not more than three or four are usually serviced at a time, the waiting time typically amounts to 30 or 40 min. When the time comes the attendant is extremely meticulous, very polite and intensely unnatural in whatever he or she happens to be doing. As a result, the process which might have taken 2 min at most (take 20 or 30 slim and light boxes from the shelf behind and put them in a bag) takes over 5 min, which, judging by their facial expression and apparent uneasiness, adds to the evident agitation of other clients.

**Post office in Brussels**

I want to send a letter but have forgotten to arrange for an envelope. There are three solutions which seem to remain available to me. The first one is to buy envelopes wholesale—they usually come in packages containing hundred pieces. I do not want to spend at least 10 euro to get one envelope, so I ponder the second option—to try to find a free specimen, which I know is sometimes made available by post clerk, but this time I am disappointed. Buying one envelope is not an option.

I have finally managed to acquire an envelope and put a letter in it, but I still need to write the address. However, a pen is not available to customers at the post office. Sometimes it is possible to buy one there, but again, obstacles accumulate. The stationary stand is usually attended by someone who is not there at the moment. It being anything between 5 and 30 min prevents me from getting my client number, because chances are that I would not be ready with my letter when my turn comes. I observe an elderly lady’s agitation as she attempts to write down the address (with her newly acquired pen) before her number comes up; she fails and to the apparent dislike of the waiting customers she tries to finish in a haste while being attended to by the clerk.

Despite the fact that arriving at the post office with a letter slit in an envelope on which the recipient’s address is written is highly advisable, it does not protect me from further inconveniences. Most post office employees do not speak English or any other foreign language (and rarely Dutch or German despite these being official languages in Belgium) and their rapid French is filtered through a double glass separating me from them. My comprehension of what was said is only exceptionally assisted by an external loudspeaker.

Sometimes, the post office clerk accidentally calls my number while s/he is still occupied, which makes me wait and inanely watch other customers, with numbers which follow mine, being serviced. S/he often speaks inaudibly making me guess the price of the service or the date of delivery. I witness a frustrated customer, possibly of Hispanic origin, desperately trying to communicate something to the clerk in his relatively fluent, but far from perfect French. He clearly struggles to hear what the clerk is saying. I leave before communication is established between them.

**Exki—Healthy food**

Inconveniences start the moment I enter. I open the door and immediately have to watch out not to hit the person standing to my left (where a pile of trays is located and there is always a crowd of customers trying to get one) or to my right (where the soup stand is). If I were patient enough to wait in the tray line and the soup line, I go to the food stand. There are always plenty of customers standing there in a much disorganized way, due to an equally disorganized manner in which food is displayed, making it almost impossible not only to buy something but also to even see what actually there is on the shelves. There will always be a staff member to add to the crowd—currently putting something on the shelves, taking something out or just wiping the counter. Sometimes, they unexpectedly shout “bonjour!” into my ear while I am choosing my food. Especially multilingual staff is likely to shout to clients in three languages—first French, then Dutch and English, making me even more disoriented as to how (if at all) I should respond. The disorientation is shared by other clients, it seems, as they make multiple attempts to reach for their food and then awkwardly manoeuvre around the hyper-active employees.

In the middle of the whole venue there is a huge pillar. I have to watch out not to bump into the person coming from behind it with their tray, as I would not be able to see them before.

After having already spent 15 min trying to pass the other customers, having stood in the tray line, the soup line and the food line, I have another line to go—the tills. This one is actually the most challenging; there are usually four cashiers, two on each side of the central pillar. However, there is one line to each of the two pairs of cashiers. When I try to form another one to make things faster, so that there’s one line per one cashier, the staff looks at me reproachfully. My feeling of guilt intensifies as I glance around—the way other customers look at me suggests that I have done something wrong. When I finally arrive at the cashier’s desk, usually after having spent at least 10 min in the line, the cashier will ask me numerous questions—would I like it to eat in or take away, would I like plastic cutlery or not, would I like something to drink with my food, would I like some ice with my drink, etc. But the final question is yet to come, would I like “un café pour après?”. If I do agree to have a ‘coffee for later’, I will get it printed out on my receipt and I will have to pick it up at the counter after I’ve finished my meal. A seemingly good solution — I do not have to stand in line twice — creates further problems. I observe at least three customers who cannot make sense of the question asked—they inquire, still do not seem to understand, slow down the queue and finally concede with a ‘Oui’. When I arrive at the counter to pick up my coffee, there’s a line of people looking at me with animosity when I try to cut in the line (and consequently slow down the sales process for the rest of the people in it). I can also choose (as some people who seem to be more sensitive to hostile looks do) to come up to the counter on the side and hand in my ticket to the cashier directly. In that case I have to wait right by the kitchen, creating a further obstacle for the staff or people trying to pass through with their trays. Having to decide between being hated, being an obstacle and not having a coffee (for which I have already paid) I choose the last option.
On my way to the exit I must be careful to pass around the soup line and the tray line, and I am given a farewell by another hyperactive staff member shouting "au revoir". I reply "au revoir" with a sigh of relief and recover from the whole experience for the rest of the day.

The museum

Rene Magritte’s house-turned-museum in the Jette district is one of Brussels’ tourist attractions and hosts a number of original items later reproduced in Magritte’s paintings. Upon my arrival the curator offers 2 options of visiting the house, none of which seems to include the possibility of ‘just visiting’ it. One can start it right away and then be interrupted in order to participate in the curator’s talk on ‘food in Magritte’s paintings’—it does not seem to be optional. I can also start my visit in the adjacent house where another contemporary painter has her exhibition and then be transferred to the proper place. I have no intention of spending the afternoon watching a different exhibition than planned, and the curator’s remark that she finds the other exhibition ‘weird’ does not reassure me, so I choose the first option. The museum is tiny, which may actually add to the charm, but the curator’s office is strategically placed on the mid-level. As a result one’s attempts to enjoy Magritte’s creations are constantly scrutinized, and even if hidden away, the visitor is surrounded by typical office noise—chatter and phones ringing. Whether or not one wishes it, the curator often contributes to the visitor’s experience with her inside-out knowledge of the topic. I see a young couple — they look genuinely interested in the exhibition and try to enjoy it — expertly trying to avoid the curator’s gaze. To no avail, they are soon approached and seem unhappy as the curator explains some intimate detail of one of the paintings.

As previously assumed, ‘the food talk’ is practically mandatory; all newcomers must go through it in order to be admitted. I witness the arrival of a middle-aged couple, apparently not interested in ‘the food’—they grudgingly join the tour. So do I, when prompted if ‘I’ve finished the visit upstairs’ (which I did). The talk is not engaging, but it is rather long, and I would rather have it done over with. Very clearly, it would have been the wish of the two newcomers as well. It does not seem to be an option either. When it eventually ends it leaves me, and other visitors apparently, exhausted.

Analysis

The following discussion scrutinizes various experiential agency-inducing aspects of the above case studies. As indicated before, abductive reasoning facilitates forming new associations and arriving at constructivist interpretation of the studied phenomena. Inasmuch as inferences are made to ‘the rules’ and later instances in which these are applied, the abductive method is used. The collated data are analyzed with a view to identify instances in which the affinities between experience-producing processes are present and in which likeness between mis-managed customer experiences exists. In other words, the aim is to identify different aspects of the ‘subjective’ experience mis-management.

Eurostar’s attempts at managing customer’s experience are rather explicit: separate queues for ‘premier’ passengers, smart staff uniforms projecting a professional image, elegant decor of premium carriages, and multilingual (typically, friendly and relaxed) crew. Hence, the design of Eurostar’s service to some extent encompasses sanitizing efforts (Johansson & Näslund, 2009) at all levels: physical (spaces), emotional (attitudes) and personal (customer management). However, all positive experience-producing effects of these efforts may (and do) fall short of achieving their purpose in many respects. First, due to the illogical design of service, vide two simultaneous departures from the same platform or flawed departure schedules. Second, because of deficient execution of service: misinforming passengers and depriving them of their seats, as if it were a standard procedure. Finally, the customer’s experience is rendered unpleasant on account of the overkill of service, e.g., irritating (in terms of number, duration and triviality) announcements during the journey.

In Mediamarkt the source of dissatisfaction is, again, inherent in the customer’s experience mis-managed at least in two respects: it is poorly designed and irritatingly executed. As regards the former, the storage/locker system comes extremely (un)handy. Regarding the latter, staff attitudes make shopping a memorable, if unpleasant, event. This effect appears despite ostensible efforts to achieve the opposite—as the impressive amount and technological sophistication of the new lockers, as well as the large number of employed attendants would imply.

The Nespresso store’s physical layout, doubtful design of service and its irritating intensity, make for the truly unpleasant experience one encounters. If enforcing interaction with the customer on the outset was supposed to create an opportunity for welcoming him/her in the ‘realm of Nespresso’ it is certainly a wasted one. The physical space appears maladjusted to both the number of customers served and the way they are attended, which coupled with the questionable entertainment offer augments the feeling of awkwardness which most clients experience and results in their dissatisfaction.

One can safely infer that in case of the post office all attempts at staging customer experience fail in every possible respect. Props (pen, envelope) are flawed or non-existent, actors (staff) are poorly trained and unconvincing, and the script, if there is one, appears to be from a different play—the one in which the service-taker does all the work.

While intentions behind creating Exki seem self-evident—to provide a relaxing, environmentally conscious and healthy lunch option — the experience is rendered intensely unpleasant due to the inconvenient physical layout, staff attitude (enforced interaction, hyperactivity) and dubious solutions to serving customers (such as ‘a coffee for later’). As a result, a puzzling experience is created: Is it a fast-food or a slow-food? Is it self-service based or not? Am I standing in a queue or not? Disambiguating the context demands a degree of concentration and involvement which customer has no reason to expect in most establishments. Struggle and resignation seem to be the only options.

The experiential letdown of the Magritte’s house experience is particularly acute. The experience’s goal as well as the basic rationale behind the functioning of the whole establishment seemed relatively well-defined—an aesthetic
pleasure of the visitor. However, this single promise remained unfulfilled due to multiple interruptions in the flow of experience. The obstacles, which created a boundary between the viewer and the artwork, appeared on the level of the visitor–curator interaction (for instance in the form of ‘supplementary attractions’), as well as due to the arrangement of space. Both contributed to the uneasiness of experience which precluded deriving any pleasure from it.

Three facets of experience mismanagement

In the current research (similarly to Strauss’s explication of grounded theory method [1986]), I make the implicit abduction explicit—other people’s experiences (cases) are perceived as informed by the ‘faces’ (or rules) which I arrived at by analyzing particular cases of experience mismanagement derived from self-reflective inquiry. This study does not claim that ‘it really is so’, it merely emphasizes that gathered data make the threefold characteristic of experience mismanagement and the situational liminality hypothesis a handy sensemaking device as well as a likely formula to analyze future experiential data in a critical frame.

I would like to posit that the above results of a self-reflective inquiry justify abducting the customer’s experiential dissatisfaction from the three facets of experience mismanagement—as they are experienced by the recipient:

- Deficiency of logic—the illogical and unintuitive design of experience
- Flaws in delivery—poorly executed flow of customer experience
- Overkill of experience—the accumulated imperfections of the experience staging process (‘shadow’).

As this study will attempt to demonstrate such obstacles to effective creation of experience result in situational liminality, involving both organizational spaces and actors. The disambiguation of liminality, if attempted, demands a significant emotional and, sometimes, physical effort potentially leading to dejection and fatigue.

The experiential framework of inquiry does not enable for reifying the ‘mismanagement’ from the provider’s perspective—no inference that e.g. particular spatial design will necessarily result in the experience of liminality can be made. Only subjective experience and observed intersubjectivity subsumed to experiential framework by means of abstraction (which enables going from e.g. “they seem uneasy” to “they experience uneasiness”) can be analyzed. However, taking interpretivism rather than solipsism into account, one is compelled to admit that the experiences in question appeared in particular organizational contexts. Hence, while admittedly the situational liminality is a psychological phenomenon, one must not abstract from its material context: people, spaces and actions accompanying experienced liminality. Inquiring into the way in which materiality affects subjectivity would be a reversal of an old constructivist question (How does subjectivity [complicated human psychology] result in something objective [e.g. institutional order] Berger & Luckman, 1966). However, this study will instead focus on a different interpretivist notion: How can the subjective elements of a particular experience (that of situational liminality) be categorized using the contextually relevant vocabulary. In other words, how can situational liminality be approached taking into account the individual’s experience of organization?

Deficiency of logic

In many respects the customer’s expectations as regards the rules according to which ‘things are done’ are betrayed by structural issues with the service’s design. Lockers devoid of portable keys and requiring a four-digit code compel the customer to memorize the sequence of six or seven digits (or write it down)—an unusual request if you just need to buy a light bulb. When travelling on a high-speed luxury train, one will not reasonably expect to be deprived of a reserved seat, or to swarm with hundreds of other passengers, especially if most platforms are free. Designing the flow of customers in the most awkward manner possible by a fast food chain, slowing down the process by asking each coffee-craving customer a non-sensical question in a coffee shop and taking the formula of an open working space for designing a museum seem to belong to the same category.

Naturally, none of this suggests that interleaving a surprising element with other elements of service delivery is inherently a bad thing. That, however, is the crux of the matter: in the case of e.g. theme parks or adventure holidays, a surprise is (paradoxically) an expected element; it belongs to the logic of the experience. The above solutions do not belong to it—they are as ‘surprising’ as a disease can be.

Flaws in delivery

The awkward aspects of experience derived from the execution of service rather than its design, include: the brazen treatment of customers (misinformation regarding the reasons of train delay), complete lack of client’s attendance (despite a wealth of staff standing around), pushing customer’s lack of comfort to the extreme by forcing him/her to repetitively participate in the same performance (watch the same commercial, randomly distributing merchandise (food items), and multiplying trivial obstacles which preclude the customer’s satisfaction (derived from an aesthetic experience).

While, ostensibly, flaws in delivery may be easier to eliminate than illogical elements of design, they tend to resist change quite effectively—in all but one case observations were multiple and spread over time, but no changes in the way experience was created were noted. Hence, interestingly, these petty but irritating physical or behavioural artefacts seem to ossify easily, potentially, perhaps, becoming the elements of design.

The overkill of experience

Kociatkiewicz and Kostera, (2012, p. 482) distinguish between fast and slow facet of experience economy events: the subjective dialectic “between catching the moment and reflecting upon its context”. They also demonstrate how staged and managed experience economy events (created in [or through] nostalgic fairs, shopping malls, airports, etc.) may produce “a shadow side” (2010). A shadow, the Jungian unwanted, rejected and destructive element (Jung, 1951) appears due to imperfect, somehow ineffective, staging process, which upon the authors’ reflection occurs to
produce side effects, "the feelings that, by not being acknowledged in the official staging process, become independent of the managed identity and accumulate at the margins, forming the shadow" (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2010, p. 258). While the authors consider the possibilities for reintegration of 'the shadow' into the operation of experience economy organization (ibid.), here the failed, shadow-generating, organizational attempts to impose the notions of functionality, effectiveness and comfort will be explored.

I would like to posit that shadow accumulates due to the overflow and overkill of subjectively experienced interaction which is difficult to slow down and reflect upon. The trivial and repetitive announcements on the train, disorienting intensity of welcome staff’s behaviour in Nespresso, enforced multiple interactions with attendants in Exki and an overwhelming hyperactivity of the curator (as well as of all the above, to some extent) create an excess of fleeting, momentary experience from the customer’s viewpoint. Excess and kitsch may naturally be sought after and become an indispensable part of experience and means of artistic expression (sculptures created by Jeff Koons and John Waters’s movies are the examples). In such cases, however, excess is expected to be present and its consumer is prepared to deal with it, for instance by patient reflection which can capture the hues of the described situation (Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2012). The perceived mis-management of experience by overkill is perhaps the most damaging to the relationship with the consumer of all three facets of mis-management, and potentially the most difficult to eradicate by the provider if capitalist logic of accumulation (Heilbroner, 1985) is taken into account. However, as it seems, 'the more the better' is far from being the universal recipe for managing the experience. The shadow which accumulates because the experience was totalized, over-managed, and forcibly imposed may result in its complete rejection. The staging process characterized by overkill may therefore be self-destructive and thus ineffective.

Discussion—Situational liminality

As this study will further attempt to show, the sensed mismanagement of experience on these three accounts results in the potentially comfortless position of ambiguity, which shall be referred to as situational liminality. Thus, it is inferred — abduced — that the above instances are sufficient for such liminality to appear.

Anticlimactic design of experience may provoke questioning its framework. For instance, trivial shopping may become, to some extent, a complicated memory-and-orientation task, a luxury travel an arduous effort, and a fast-food quick bite turns into a time-consuming meal one would expect in a 'slow-food' establishment. 'To some extent', but not entirely, since the framework is questioned, but not overturned. Similarly, the faulty delivery of experience may occasion that either one’s definition of a situation (for instance, autonomously drawing aesthetic pleasure from an artwork) or social status (e.g. respectable businessman on a business travel) starts to verge upon their profound reformulations (a guided visit in a high security facility and student trip on a shoestring budget, respectively). While not radical enough to redefine the situation thoroughly, these misgivings create a tension between the original standpoint and other emerging options. The shadow-inducing overkill of experience alike results in partially invalidating the established context of interaction. Too much of customer assistance compromises the notion of self-service, same as does the overflow and speed of communication to the sense of luxury. Once the boundary between diminishing the returns derived from the experience and accumulating the shadow is crossed, the resulting excess starts to bridge different conceptualizations rendering one’s bearings more difficult to get.

Hence, the situational liminality⁵ expels the subjects of experience from their safety zone and forces them to confront multiple choices generated by the ambiguity in which they are immersed. The liminal, whether temporal, spatial, notional or situational — the last one, I would claim, encompassing the previous three — is the nowhere land, which unfolds between the separate markers provided by one’s constructions of social reality. Transient and unstable as they may be (Berger & Luckman, 1966), they nevertheless become relatively more constant if the patterns of social interaction habitualize and institutionalize (ibid.) into established contexts, such as, ostensibly well-defined, commercial exchanges between consumer and organization. However, if the point of gravity of such interaction shifts away from delivering an object or a service and moves towards dealing with the experience, the context becomes relatively more prone to be destabilized if the experience is deemed mismanaged.

As indicated in Table 1 below, the threefold subjective mismanagement of experience contributes to the partial uprooting of the original context and leaving the experiencing subject in the near void, ‘betwixt and between’ (top vertical arrow). The negative aspect of the situational liminality consists in ambiguity which the subject is compelled to overcome. Naturally, it is always 'somebody’s' experience, that is, it remains on the side of the recipient, but it nevertheless is an experience of something: of an aspect of surrounding reality formed at least partly by the described organizational context (otherwise, how would experience economy be even possible?). If people act as if they were confused, felt awkward and uneasy, and these impressions perfectly correspond with the self-reflective data the ambiguity imposes itself on the analytic agenda. Naturally, ambiguity in itself is not an adverse notion. Likewise ambiguous situations may (e.g. Boss & Greenberg, 1984; Buehler & Pasley, 2000), but do not have to be construed as negative (Sutton-Smith, 1997; Bateson, 1955/1973; Spariosu, 1997; Empson, 1955). Thus, the drive to disambiguate the liminality is not inherent in the negative connotation, but in the contextual demand—the liminal situation created by the mismanaged experience appears psychologically uncomfort-able. A person subjected to such experience may strive to arrive at a more clear-cut definition also for practical reasons, most typically: "Will I ever again choose this service or not?"

⁵ The term ‘situational liminality’ was previously used in anthropological context to account for the mortuary rites practiced by certain tribes (Helms, 1998), but according to the author’s knowledge it has yet to be employed in the context of organization studies.
However, as the lower vertical arrow in Table 1 suggests, to disambiguate means to make an effort. Using the previously discussed example, participating in the Exki experience is a challenge. To simplify: one must choose either a fast-food or slow-food reality or try and negotiate between these constructions. Each choice inevitably leads to further multiple choices which involve numerous actions. For instance, the fast-food option entails jostling through the inert crowd gathered around the food stands, creating your own queue leading to the tills, actively avoiding the physical obstacles (the pillar, soup pots scattered around) and so on. The behavioural aspect is obviously preceded by a number of mental processes, i.e. resolutions, decisions to undertake actions, as well as accompanied by others, e.g. ignoring the multilingual greetings, disregarding the superfluous questions posed by the staff, etc. On the other hand, the incentives to indulge oneself in the slow-food experience (a vast selection of organic food, do-it-yourself food options, large seating area, etc.) are present and render abiding by the fast-food framework difficult. Whichever rendition of the situation is selected, this entire series of actions, most of which would not be required under the conditions of a more unequivocal definition (e.g. McDonald’s), demand constant activity and alertness on the part of the experiencing subject. Disambiguating the liminal situation consists in laborious defying and deconstructing the mis-managed experience—a toil which must be undertaken by its beneficiary: a client, a customer, a visitor. It seems natural to assume that, except circumstances in which a strong socially-predefined framework is imposed (e.g. a researcher in the field, a masochist, etc.), s/he will strive to minimize the emotional and physical exertion required, as a result avoiding the exposure to such experiences in the first place (the horizontal arrow in Table 1). Naturally, there is a possibility that this negative feedback will impact the experiential setting—organization will enable the client’s experience to inform its operations aligning them to the customer’s perception, which may reciprocally influence the client’s future attitude in line with the interactivist theory of emotion. However, undoubtedly, such potentiality (represented by the transverse two-sided arrow) may be mitigated by the embeddedness of preexisting non-malleable (and misaligned with the existing socially-affected psychological response patterns) aspects of organizational design. Thus, being exposed to experience subjectively received as mis-management through deficient logic of its design, flawed delivery and overkill, may result in the intersubjectively perceived liminal situation, the disambiguation of which demands a high enough level of mental (and often physical) effort to occasion the attitude of avoidance on the part of the experiencing subject.

The above assertion can be deemed an abductive hypothesis. As Guest et al. (2012) explain, exploratory qualitative analysis commonly generates hypotheses for further study. In a similar vein, this ‘hypothesis’ is not a testable hypothesis of a quantitative study, it is merely a research-induced observation: an invitation to conduct further research, not a discouragement to undertake it since ‘the problem is solved’. It has not been solved, it is doubtful whether it can ever be, but noticing it may, hopefully, facilitate further reflections on the subject.

**Conclusion**

If, as Zygmunt Bauman suggests, uprootedness, disembeddedness and betwixt and between-ness are the hallmarks of our times, then, possibly the liquidification thesis grants some rationale for the experiential framework discussed in this paper. Provided that the stable footing for social interactions increasingly dissolves, why would experience economy be expected to become an antidote? If Eurostar’s trade

Table 1. The framework of mis-managed experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EXPERIENCING ORGANIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT OF EXPERIENCE (client)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject’s effort (emotional and/or physical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attitude of avoidance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s own elaboration
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is relocation, if Brussels European quarter’s post offices and Exki’s way is to cater to expatriates and Mediamarkt-look-a-likes famously offer an overabundance of choice to disorientated consumers (as Ritzer, Gabriel and Bauman convincingly claimed, each in his own manner), then situational liminality may be the logical extension of liquid modernity. One’s experience as the customer in the liquid era appears to be just as uprooted as one’s experience of the social realm: both lack the (subjectively perceived) stable markers and predictable organizing rule. As members of ‘the social’ we co-produce (liquidify) its institutions and we experience emerging (liquid) organizations.

It is important to note that the situational liminality may suitably describe the experiential framework of eponymous critical subject: an individual entangled in the grander discourse of structurally-imposed prohibitions and socially-enforced behaviours, vaguely conscious of their existence and thus marginally reflexive. Being forced into the liminal situation puts one on the verge of transforming such latent criticality into an embodied critique evinced through e.g. open disagreement (quarrel), tacit discord (frowning), active seeking for alternatives (e.g. forming new queues), or rejection (boycott). The agency-inducing side of such experience is not negligible from the critical perspective, as it may enable to diversify critical inquiries into experience economy events (currently) typically pursuing their agency-limiting aspects. There is more to the shadow than its disempowering burden.

Apprehending the resulting ambiguity of the subject’s position through the lenses of situational liminality, should also be perceived as an attempt to endow the experience economy with a suitable conceptual input (1), and to contribute to the constructivist understanding of commercial interactions within the experiential framework (2). It seems plausible that exploring the spaces and objects construed by the experiencing subjects as ‘neither here nor there’ could potentially generate some momentum for organizational research in the area of experience economy. In particular, the situational (agency-inducing) ‘critical’ moments of experience economy events could be further explored to reflect on the broadly understood ‘effects’ of failed staging of experience at organizational and individual level. The ingraining of liquidity, and thus ambiguity, within the logic of current social, cultural and economic exchanges, emphasizes the importance of experiential frameworks explicitly (or implicitly) designed to provide the subject with the counterbalancing experiences evoking embeddedness, tradition or continuity. Indeed, such ‘return-to-the-roots’ experiences are currently widely offered through an overwhelming range of experience economy events in historical (e.g. ‘heritage industry’), geographic (e.g. agro-tourism); sartorial (vintage clothes), culinary (return to basic, ‘forgotten’ food items), spiritual/religious and wider cultural (New Age) frameworks. This abundance of attempts at ‘staging’ some sort of social embeddedness provides ample opportunities for critically reflecting on their misgivings (e.g. aesthetic or behavioural) paradoxically resulting in even more ambiguous and awkward experiences. The concept of situational liminality proposed in this paper, may provide a fitting conceptual background within the realm of experience economy for venturing into these relatively uncharted terrains (with notable exceptions including Kociatkiewicz & Kostera, 2010, 2012).

The use of ‘may’ in the hypothesis advocated above, renders it untestable in the sense of a strict scientific inquiry, but such is in any case not expected from the potential addressees of this study. If instead of being rigorously tested, the abductive hypothesis will help to inform researchers’ non-functionalist efforts generating new qualitative findings in the field of experience economy and beyond, the aims of this study will be fulfilled.
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